
 

Stocking up to prepare for a crisis isn't
'panic buying'
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Recent days have brought reports of shoppers clearing out supermarket
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shelves from Wuhan and Hong Kong to Singapore and Milan in response
to the spread of coronavirus. This behaviour is often described as "panic
buying."

However, the research shows that what's going on here is nothing to do
with panic. It's a perfectly rational response to the situation.

Responding to disaster

Panic is one of the most misunderstood and misinterpreted of all human
behaviours. The common, traditional understanding of the phenomenon
is based on myth rather than reality.

If we understand panic as a state of uncontrollable fear that drives
irrational behaviour, then how people usually respond in the face of
disaster is something else entirely.

It's a common belief that social law breaks down in a disaster. In the
Hollywood version, chaos ensues and people act in illogical or
unreasonable ways. The reality is very different.

Most research rejects the notion of a "disaster syndrome" described as a
state of stunned shock or the occurrence of mass panic. In real disasters,
people usually hold on to tenets of acceptable behaviour such as
morality, loyalty, and respect for law and customs.

Planning ahead

If we are not seeing panic, what are we seeing? Unlike most animals,
humans can perceive some future threats and prepare for them. In the
case of something like the coronavirus, one important factor is the speed
at which information can be shared around the world.
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https://edition.cnn.com/2020/02/08/asia/wuhan-coronavirus-lockdown-life-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/hong-kong-line-masks-supermarkets-empty-coronavirus-2020-2
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-02-08/singapore-pm-says-virus-response-major-test-as-hoarding-spikes
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/02/24/europe/italy-coronavirus-outbreak-monday-intl/index.html
https://books.google.com.au/books?hl=en&lr=&id=Z7DaYd4WmcsC&oi=fnd&pg=PA337&dq=Heide,+E.+A.+d.+(2004).+Common+misconceptions+about+disasters:+Panic,+the+%5Cdisaster+syndrome%22,+and+looting.+In+O%27Leary,+M.,+editor,+The+First+72+Hours:+A+Community+Approach+to+Disaster+Preparedness,+pages+340%7B380.+iUniverse+Publishing,+Lincoln.&ots=S_3uSy2DIR&sig=d3m9-U1njQ9FspLgTVsvigD68_w#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://doi.org/10.17730/humo.16.2.pt2l4314t767kr3w
http://fseg2.gre.ac.uk/heed/participants_area/work_area/resource_documents/aguirrebe_wtc93_collective_b.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs11031-012-9330-5
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/disa.12408
http://udspace.udel.edu/handle/19716/308


 

We see empty streets in Wuhan and other cities, where people are unable
or unwilling to go outside for fear of contracting the virus. It is natural
that we want to prepare for the perceived threat of similar disruption to
our own communities.

Read more: Vital Signs: a connected world makes this coronavirus
scarier, but also helps us deal with it

Stocking up on food and other supplies helps people feel they have some
level of control over events. It is a logical thought process: if the virus
comes to your area, you want to be able to reduce your contact with
others but also ensure you can survive that withdrawal period.

The greater the perceived threat, the stronger the reaction will be. At this
stage it is believed that virus has an incubation period of up to 14 days,
so people want to be prepared for at least 14 days of isolation.

A reasonable response

Preparing for a period of isolation is not the result of an extreme or
irrational fear but rather an expression of our ingrained survival
mechanisms. Historically, we had to protect ourselves from things such
as harsh winters, failing crops or infectious diseases, without the aid of
modern social institutions and technologies.

Stocking up on supplies is a valid response. It indicates citizens are not
helplessly reacting to an outside circumstance but instead are thinking
forward and planning for a possible situation.

While part of this response is due to the urge for self-reliance, it may
also be a herd behaviour to some extent. A herd behaviour is one driven
by imitating what others do—these behaviours can be a kind of
conditional cooperation with others (for example, yawning).
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https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/q-a-coronaviruses


 

Erring on the side of caution

A lot of uncertainty surrounds disasters, which means all advanced
decisions are made on the basis of perceived threats not the actual
disaster itself. Because of this uncertainty, people tend to overreact. We
are generally risk-averse and aim to prepare for the worst-case scenario
rather than the best.

When it comes to stocking up (or hoarding) a large private collection of
goods to see us through a disaster, we don't know how much we will
need because we don't know how long the event will last.

Accordingly, we tend to err on the side of caution and buy too much
rather than too little. This is the natural response of a rational person
who faces future uncertainty and seeks to guarantee their family's
survival.

Read more: Coronavirus: how media coverage of epidemics often stokes
fear and panic

The importance of emotions

Buying up large stores of supplies—which can lead to empty 
supermarket shelves—may seem like an irrational emotion response. But
emotions are not irrational: they help us decide how to focus our
attention.

Emotions allow individuals to attend to issues longer, to care about
things harder and to show more resilience. They are an instinctual
element of human behaviour that we often fail to include when trying to
understand how people act.
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https://phys.org/tags/disasters/
https://phys.org/tags/supermarket+shelves/


 

Changes in individual behaviours can have large-scale implications. For
example, a supermarket will normally organise its supply chain and
stocks on the basis of average levels of consumption.

These systems do not handle big fluctuations in demand very well. So
when demand surges—as it has in parts of China, Italy and
elsewhere—the result is empty shelves.

Should I be stocking up?

In general Australians are not as well prepared for disaster as our kin
across the ditch in New Zealand, who routinely have emergency kits in
their homes due to the prevalence of earthquakes. However, the recent
summer of fires, floods and disease should have given us all a wake-up
call to be prepared.

You don't need to rush out this very minute to buy several dozen tins of
baked beans, but you might want to start assembling this kind of kit.
Look through the ABC's survival kit list, figure out what you already
have and what you need to get.

Then you can make a shopping list and steadily gather the things you
need. Done this way, it gives shops time to restock and won't leave the
shelves bare.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.

Provided by The Conversation
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https://getthru.govt.nz/emergency-survival-items
https://www.abc.net.au/news/emergency/2014-12-07/emergency-survival-kits/5949978
http://theconversation.com
https://theconversation.com/stocking-up-to-prepare-for-a-crisis-isnt-panic-buying-its-actually-a-pretty-rational-choice-132437
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